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About This Game

Fast-paced and furious, DiscStorm is an arena combat game where split-second reactions are essential to dodge flying discs as
they ricochet around at breakneck speed.

Meet up with your friends at home and challenge them to intense multiplayer deathmatches. If you want to really test your skills,
then the single player adventure boasts diverse settings such as haunted mansions and pirate ships - all of which come with their

own formidable enemies and epic boss fights.

Inspired by 90s console classics, DiscStorm evokes retro nostalgia with its upbeat chip-tune soundtrack and bold pixel-art
visuals. Successfully progress through the vibrant environments and you'll not only earn achievements for your efforts, but also

be rewarded with quirky new costumes for the cast of characters.
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Fast-paced arena combat - Gameplay that's easy to pick up, but truly difficult to master: dodge and deflect flying discs
as they ricochet around the arena at lightning speed.

Energetic local multiplayer - Invite friends over to battle. DiscStorm offers a variety of compelling game match types;
fight it out in a classic first-to-ten deathmatch or strive to keep the crown in the hectic 'Regicide' mode.

Epic boss fights - Each arena brings its own unique play-style and enemies. Whether it be the laser-shooting Stone
Golem in the jungle temple or the lava-spewing Fire Elemental of the volcano lair, exciting new challenges await you at
every turn.

Striking retro art and music - the soundtrack fuses modern dance trends with retro chiptunes, whilst the artwork
blends classic pixel art with high fidelity graphics.

A controller is highly recommended to play DiscStorm, a list of supported devices can be found HERE.
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Game doesn't work for some reason. would love to play it . But can't because it won't work.. a spin on the original. same game,
different characters. playing two player with a friend is the best. let out your anger subtly
. pretty cool. So many emotions... both good and bad.
What definitely makes this game wonderful is the unique setting and mechanics.
Unfortunately, there is no option for "additional level-ups", and some skills prove almost useless during battles.
The game is really hardcore for casual players... but for all others, it can become a great experience.
8/10.. So yeah, no new weapons no new levels. This is basically a reskin. Not worth the price.. Good game for a cheap price,
There's one problem though, The reloading is a bit tricky (Specially the revolvers) The tracking pad sometimes doesn't fully
track the motion of the finger, But it's good anyway!. Very interesting game. Nostalgia for the games of the 90s ;D
The game has many locations, weapons, improvements, enemies
+ Achievements
+ Interesting story
+ Beautiful graphics
+ Good music

My mark: 10/10. Looks good, but the controllers just do not work (360 wireless)
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I once had a dream that I was a giraffe, it was glorious!. what the actual ♥♥♥♥ is this i mean its kinda good though. game is
called santicide
dont get to kill santa
0/10. The Sd-45 is a great locomotive in real life and this DLC represents it. It goes great with any western U.S routes. And if
you have the Doneer Pass route i highly recommend this.. Don't bother til Aerosoft works out the licensing for the liveries. This
will save you a ton of headaches searching for what is going on. This is a generic model with no markings to speak of. Of course
everything else is great about the add on! If all you wanna do is fly a high performance jet, go ahead and drop the coin. I am just
frustrated that STEAM would release incomplete products for Premium prices.. Good, Nice Smooth Graphics,
A+A+A+. i cant seem to figure out how to enable the DLC it keeps ending the same way there is no vacation or beach i just
dont undrestand but i would reccomend it. This dlc was a bust. The "story" part of the dlc literally takes about 8-10 minutes to
complete.
It should have been just 10 dollars not 15 and honestly I think both dlcs should have just been one 15 dollar dlc,
Very disappointing.. Don't even think about downloading this just for masterbaiting, not worth it.. the finale that finally brings
me my two favourite romance options
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